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IRBM TRENDS AND INSTITUTIONS 
River Basin Councils (RBCs) are created as oversight 
coordinating, steering, arbitrary and policy making 
body to act on issues and concerns regarding the 
competing/conflicting uses of the  natural resources 
among various stakeholders inside the basins. 
A functional RBC secures its sustainable funding to 
support  river basin protection, conservation & dev’t. 
The search for appropriate sustainable funding 
mechanism is a major concern for most RBCs. 
Collection of royalties, water users’ fee, polluters’ tax, 
and other market-based environmental charges has  
long been considered, but how to institutionalize these 
instruments in the Mekong River Basin remains a 
theory more than practice.      



NT-NKD RB FUNDING MECHANISM 
The Pilot Project advocates the principles of “collective 
responsibility”, “shared vision and ownership”, and 
“resource counterparting” among various stakeholders,
It operates under strong interagency partnership
Most RBC partner agencies have their own funds for 
environmental protection, conservation & development,
The main activities of the Project Secretariat are: RBC 
strengthening, partnership facilitation, and social 
negotiation to instill sense of mutual accountability & 
shared responsibility among various stakeholders. 
It is testing a cost-counterparting funding modality, (i.e. 
each RBC member agency or sector will rely on its own
fund to implement any development/conservation 
activity as part of its mandate or regular function)



NT-NKD RB Pilot Management Project:
A WB supported project with funding 
course through  the Environmental 
Protection Fund (EPF)
Implements the PM Decree for the 
Creation & Operationalization of
River Basin Committees in Lao PDR 
Adopts a participatory development
approach under a broad-based 
interagency & multi-sectoral 
partnership arrangement,
One of the two pilot projects in the 
country designed to establish 
and manage RBC for model building, 
Just started a year ago and will end  
until December 2012



Project Area: consists of 2 major dams & 1 mining operation
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Six Major Concerns The NT-NKD RB Committee Have To Address: 

1. How to mitigate the cumulative 
impacts from series of dam 
construction, mining,  plantation & 
other point sources of land and 
water degradation inside the basin?

2. How to bring into one  
development framework the 
uncoordinated physical 
infrastructure  build ups & 
continuous landscape 
transformation inside the basin?



3. How to strengthen the    
government regulatory and 
monitoring measures to 
implement IWRM under strong 
interagency coordination and 
collaboration?

4. How to stop problematic 
resource extraction 
activities, and on the 
other hand, enhance 
development 
opportunities inside the 
basin?



5.  How to unify and synergize various 
institutions’ development initiatives 
( such as those of the conservation 
groups, Hydropower projects, and 
World Bank) with their own funding 
support to carry out  their specific 
individual conservation works 
inside the basin? 

6. How to organize, capacitate, 
and mobilize the local 
communities for collective 
action towards creating 
sustainable livelihood linked 
to nature conservation works 
in the Protected Areas?



THE BIG CHALLENGE FOR THE RIVER 
BASIN COMMITTEE  AT THIS STAGE

How to create an institutional mechanism of sharing 
the burden of maintaining a healthy and sound river 
basin through a coordinated interagency cost-
counterparting arrangement on a sustainable 
basis?

RBC



NT-NKD RB PROJECT SECRETARIAT STRATEGIES
1. Review the RB profile and assess the current state of the resource 

base to determine the pressing environmental and development 
issues and concerns,

2. Cluster the issues according to thematic lines of development goal
3. Organize the RBC and bring the river basin issues to its attention,
4. Organize the TWGs and assign each thematic line of development 

goal by agency according to distinct institutional mandate,
5. Encourage each agency to make its own development activity plan 

with individual operational budget for RB protection & conservation
6. RBC facilitates the creation of an institutional mechanism among

various agencies, sectors and interest groups through a binding 
agreement for cost-counterparting arrangement, and

7. RBC oversees & coordinates the  implementation of the mechanism



CONCLUSION
1. Interagency and multi-sectoral partnership in 

Integrated River Basin Management (IRBM) should 
be translated into cost-sharing arrangement, which 
may constitute the major provision of any joint-
agreement among various stakeholders,

2. The principles of “collective responsibility”, “shared 
vision and ownership”, and “resource counterparting”
should be the guiding philosophies in creating RBCs,

3. A good Integrated River Basin Management must 
draw its own operational and maintenance cost from 
the goods and services generated inside the river
basin through a mutually agreed interagency-
multisectoral funding mechanism,



CONCLUSION
4. The challenge for every RBC is to explore the best 

and sustainable funding mechanism that will rely 
more on non-conventional but institutionalized 
internal fund sourcing, rather than depending so 
much on momentary outside support or heavy 
government regular appropriation, and

5. A coordinated interagency/multi-sectoral cost 
counterparting arrangement is a partner-friendly 
approach (of spreading out the burden of 
maintaining a sound and healthy river basin) more 
than the mandatory collection of dues and charges 
from stakeholders, which is apparently punitive in 
nature. 
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